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SUMMARY
Distortions of the AXAF High Resolution Mirror Assembly(HRMA) mirrors will be present at zero
g during on-orbit operations due to its assembly on the ground in a one g environment. These distor-
tions will be introduced at each stage of assembly as the various parts and subcomponents are added
to the HRMA. One of the most important objectives of the HRMA design and assembly effort is to
minimize these residual distortions. The AXAF telescope contractor, Eastman Kodak, has identified
the HRMA assembly sequence and has provided error budgets for residual distortions introduced in
each assembly step. The SAO mission support team has continually reviewed Kodak's work in this
area and is performing parallel analyses of several of the larger assembly error budget terms
The largest predicted residual distortion attributed to the assembly process occurs when the mirrors
are bonded to the mirror support pads after the mirror has been aligned within the HRMA. During
alignment and bonding the mirrors are supported by the Kodak Mirror Alignment System (MAS),
one of the most important pieces of ground support equipment which will be used by Kodak during
assembly and alignment of the HRMA. The functions of the MAS are to support the miror in as near
to a strain-free state as possible during alignment and bonding and provide the articulation of the
mirror necessary for alignment of the mirror within the HRMA
Residual mirror distortions resulting from the assembly process may be divided into two categories:
1) nominal distortions, which are those inherant to the design and usage of the equipment, even if the
mirror support is ideal, and 2) variational distortions, which arise due to non-ideal support of the
mirrors by the MAS.
We have analyzed both types of distortions described above. The nominal distortions were com-
puted using a deterministic finite element analysis, assuming perfect support of the mirror by the
MAS. These distortions are very small, their overall performance impact on the HRMA being less
than 0.01 arcsec(90% encircled energy diameter). The variational distortions were computed using
an SAO developed Monte-Carlo statistical technique, since the MAS support errors are statistical in
nature, and compared to Kodak's results.
The SAO MAS performance predictions in terms of the 90% encircled energy(EE) diameters are
shown in the table on the following page, along with predictions by Kodak. SAO, using a Gaussian
distribution for MAS errors and for a.total of 1000 sample cases, predicts an overall HRMA varia-
tional strain due to the MAS of0.1626 arcsecond as compared to the Kodak prediction, using a 'trun-
cated Gaussian' distribution and a total of 50 sample cases, of 0.1911 arcsecond. If, however, a uni-
form distribution is used then SAO's prediction is 0.2394 arcsecond, somewhat larger than the Ko-
dak prediction.
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The differences between the SAO and Kodak predictions are due mainly to the following sources:
1. In the MAS force sensitivity analysis, (a) the different finite element mirror
models are used by Kodak and SAO, and (b) an inaccurate result obtained by
Kodak (when a unit radial moment was applied to the optic).
2. Different random error distributions used by Kodak and SAO in the Monte-
Carlo analysis. Kodak used a truncated Gaussian while SAO used both a true
Gaussian and a uniform distribution.
3. Different numbers of cases run, hence different error statistics.
P 1/H ! £3/I-/3 P4/f-I4
EKC(trunc Gauss) 0.20360 0.15720 0.16890
P6/I-/6 HRMA
0.04264 0.19110
SAO(Gaussian) 0.16400 0.11708 0.13049 0.04171 0.16262
SAO(uniform) 0.28767 0.29286 0.26588 0.07133 0.23944
Units in arcseconds
Monte-Carlo 90 % Encircled Energy Performance Comparison, SAO/Kodak
All of the above predictions fall within the Kodak CDA error budget for this error term, which is 0.26
arcseconds. However, these predictions are based on design data for the MAS, not on measured data.
For both verification and performance prediction purposes, therefore, we must have measured data
for the MAS error magnitudes and their statistics. This data must be measured as part of the verifica-
tion program for the MAS. This is especiallly critical due to the sensitivity of HRMA performance to
MAS errors.
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Mirror Alignment System
Performance Prediction Comparison - Between SAO and EKC
March 14, 1994
J. P. Zhang
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Distortions of the AXAF High Resolution Mirror Assembly(HRMA) mirrors will be present during
on--orbit operations, at zero g, due to its assembly on the ground in a one g environment. These dis-
tortions will be introduced at each stage of assembly as the various parts and subcomponents are
added to the HRMA. One of the most important objectives of the HRMA design and assembly effort
is to minimize these residual distortions. Early AXAF studies indicated that a vertical assembly pro-
cess, in which the HRMA is assembled with its optical axis vertical(aligned with gravity) would pro-
duce significantly less residual assembly distortion than would a horizontal assembly process, as had
been used in prior X-ray programs. The AXAF program and telescope contractor, Eastman Kodak,
have therefore planned for vertical assembly of the HRMA. Kodak has determined the HRMA verti-
cal assembly sequence and is developing the necessary facilities and ground support equipment to
perform this task. They have also developed error budgets for the residual distortions for each assem-
bly step and have performed analyses of the process and equipment to demonstrate that the AXAF
performance requirements are met using their process.
The SAO mission support team has been reviewing Kodak's work in this area since the initiation of
the program and is now performing analyses of several of the larger assembly error sources. The
largest currently predicted residual distortion attributed to the assembly process occurs when the
mirrors are bonded to the mirror support pads after the mirror has been aligned within the HRMA.
During alignment and bonding the mirrors are supported by the Kodak Mirror Alignment System
(MAS), one of the most important pieces of ground support equipment which will be used by Kodak
during assembly and alignment of the HRMA. A pictorial of the MAS is shown in Figure 1.
During assembly each optic is supported on one of its' ends(wide end from below for the paraboloids
and narrow end from above for the hyperboloids) by three equally spaced(120 degrees apart) hard
points, which determine the optics' rigid body orientation. To minimize mirror distortions due to
gravity during assembly, nine additional vertical forces are applied to the ends of the optic, three
forces between each two hard points, nominally spaced 30 degrees apart. These forces are provided
by offloader mechanisms and are called offload forces. A perfect optic support would, therefore,
consist of 12 equal forces, each being 1/12 of the optic weight, spaced precisely 30 degrees apart. The
radial positions of the forces would also be equal, chosen so as to minimize optic distortion. Howev-
er, even if the optic support is perfect as designed, it is still distorted due to the location on the end and
the point load nature of the supporting forces. The distortions from a perfectly supported(by the
MAS) optic have been called(by Kodak) nominal HRMA assembly strains and may be calculated
using a deterministic finite element analysis followed by a raytrace.
Additional distortions are produced due to the non-ideal nature of the supports. Tolerances in the
MAS support system will introduce variations in the vertical forces, small radial or tangential forces
or variations in the positions at which the forces are applied. The errors introduced by the MAS toler-
ances can be converted into forces and moments at 12 supporting locations on the MAS: the 3 hard
points and the9 offloaders.Sincetheforce andmomenterrorsat eachof the 12supportsof each
mirror areindependent(fromeachother)andrandomandthetotal residualdistortion in anysingle
mirror isafunction of theseindependent,randomerrorsources,thenthecombinationof errorsfor a
mirror pair is alsorandom.A Monte-Carlo technique is applied to calculate the residual distortions
for each mirror pair. The statistical result obtained from the Monte-Carlo analysis provides the mir-
ror performance prediction for these random errors. This error term has been called an unknown bias
variation in Kodak's error budget, since it is fixed at assembly time but unknown in magnitude.
The objective of this study is to perform an independent analysis of the residual HRMA mirror dis-
tortions caused by force and moment errors in the MAS to statistically predict the HRMA perfor-
mance. These performance predictions are then compared with those performed by Kodak as a veri-
fication of their analysis work.
OFigure 1 - Mirror Assembly System Schematic
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2.0 OVERVIEW of METHODOLOGY
2.1 Nominal Assembly Strain
An analysis of nominal HRMA assembly strain was performed on the P3/H3 mirror pair. To simu-
late the release of lg gravity when in orbit, a superposition analysis method was applied in the finite
element analyis. In this analysis, the mirrors were assumed to be supported by the MAS perfectly. In
the first the mirror alone was supported at 12 equally spaced supporting points: 3 hard points and 9
offloaders. An axial load (-Z direction) of 1/12 of the mirror's weight was applied at each offloader.
The axial and theta directions were restrained at each hard point. A 1g gravity in the +Z direction was
applied to the mirror. In the second case the mirror was connected to the Mirror Support Sleeves
(MSS). The sleeve was fixed to the CAP. The lg gravity was reversed in the -Z direction, and an
axial load (+Z direction) of 1/12 of the mirror's weight was applied at each of the 12 supporting
points. Also the same amount of reaction forces (theta) obtained from mirror only case was applied
at the hard points but in the opposite direction. Superimposing the above two cases will give the
desired nominal residual strain. The P3 and H3 mirror displacements were fit by Legendre-Fourier
polynomials. The ray trace of the P3/H3 mirror pair shows a very small 90% EE diameter of 0.0063
arcsec.(Kodak's results show zero values for two decimal places).
2.2 MAS Variational Assembly Strain
The MAS variation analysis is performed in two steps: 1) the MAS force sensitivity analysis and 2)
the Monte-Carlo analysis. In the MAS force sensitivity analysis, an error (a unit load, force or mo-
ment depending on the degree of freedom (DOF) in finite element analysis) is applied to either a hard
point or offloader in the finite element model as an independent analysis case. The residual distor-
tions caused by the error are then fit by Legendre-Fourier polynomials. For each mirror the com-
bination of all Legendre-Fourier coefficient sets (corresponding to all independently analyzed
cases) forms a MAS force sensitivity matrix. The MAS force sensitivity matrix contains all the mir-
ror deformations (residual distortions) due to unit loads applied at each DOF of the 12 support loca-
tions. In the Monte-Carlo analysis a set of independent random errors (corresponding to tolerances
at all 6 degrees of freedoms) are generated for each DOF at each of the 12 locations per each mirror.
These random errors are used as multipliers to scale the MAS sensitivity matrix. The scaled matrix is
then superimposed into a set of Legendre-Fourier coefficients which contains the random combina-
tion of overall residual distortions in the mirror caused by al! possible errors. The resulting perfor-
mance prediction is only one statistical case, based on the randomly selected errors. The above pro-
cesses must be repeated many(N) times to obtain a reliable statistical result. Raytracing of the Le-
gendre-Fourier coefficient sets for each P-/H- mirror pair gives N values of the RMS and 90%
Encircled Energy (EE) diameters. The sorted results of these N values predict statistically the MAS
performance for the mirror pair.
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3.0 DETAILED DISCUSSION and RESULTS
3.1 MAS Force Sensitivity Analysis
An MAS force sensitivity analysis was conducted for all P- and H-mirrors in order to obtain in-
formation on the variability effects of the assembly process. The result of the MAS force sensitivity
analysis was used to generate a sensitivity matrix for each of the P- and H-mirrors. The MAS sensi-
tivity matrix containing all the mirror deformations was then used in the Monte-Carlo analysis.
In the mirror assembly process all of the possible errors are converted into forces and moments at the
3 hard points and the 9 offloaders. In the MAS sensitivity analysis a unit load (force or moment) was
applied to the finite element mirror model at each of 6 degrees of freedoms (non-restrained DOF
only). Thus in the finite element analysis (FEA), the possible errors are associated with each non-re-
strained degree of freedom at each location (hard point or offloader).
3.1.1 Finite Element Analysis
In the MAS assembly process, the mirror was first supported at three hard points in the tangential and
axial directions. The possible errors (forces or moments) exist at hard points and offloaders for all
degrees of freedom that are not restrained. For this case no gravity is considered due to the fact that in
the variation analysis we are only concerned with the 'variation from nominal'. The mirror is then
connected and bonded to the Mirror Support Sleeves (MSS) which are supported by Central Aper-
ture Plate (CAP). The supports at the hard points and offloaders are removed from the mirror. The
residual strain in the mirror following this process provides the variational residual distortions in the
MAS.
To simulate the MAS assembly process and obtain the MAS force sensitivity corresponding to the
applied loads, a superposition analysis method was applied in the finite element analysis. Unit loads
(forces or moments) were applied instead of the 'actual' loads. Figure 2 shows 12 locations of the
hard points and offloaders. A 360 degree SDRC-IDEAS FEA model for the P1 mirror and MSS is
shown in figure 3 (Note: All models were originally generated using ANSYS and we then later
"read-in" and re-created by IDEAS. The IDEAS models were rechecked against the original AN-
SYS models.). The mirror is modeled by solid elements. In the analysis, a unit load (force or mo-
ment) was applied at each of 12 points for all unrestrained degrees of freedom, one load at a time. By
applying the superposition method, we first analyzed the mirror only, that is, the mirror is discon-
nected from the MSS. A unit load was applied at the hard point or offloader in each independent
analysis. The mirror was supported (restrained) at three hard points in the tangential (0) and axial (Z)
directions. We then analyzed the case when the mirror is connected to and supported by the MSS and
the MSS is fixed to the Central Aperture Plate (CAP). The same unit load is now applied at the same
hardpoint or offloaderbut in the oppositedirection.Also thesameamountof reactionforcesob-
tainedfrom themirror only casewereappliedatthehardpointsbut in theoppositedirection.Super-
positionof theseanalyseswill givethedesiredresidualstrainin themirror which reflectstheforce
sensitivity of the mirror correspondingto theapplied load.To completethe full MAS sensitivity
study,independentanalysisattwo offloadersB 10andC7(ref. figure2) andonehardpoint A1 were
neededto provideall possibleforceandmomentsensitivitycases.In practice,by makingfull useof
thesymmetryin geometryandloading,wedid not haveto performanalysisanddatafitting for all
hardpointsandoffloaders.Theresultsfor otherhardpointsandoffloaderscanbederivedfrom A 1,
B 10andC7(seebelow for details).
Themirror displacementssubjectedto aunit loadobtained from FEA are fit by Legendre-Fourier
polynomials. The SAO TransFit software package was used to perform the superposition and to cal-
culate the Legendre-Fourier coefficients. The 10w order deformations caused by the MAS residual
errors are well-fit by Legendre-Fourier polynomials.
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Figure 2 - 12 Mirror Support Locations
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Figure 3 - Mirror Finite Element Model
3.1.2 Force Sensitivity Result Comparison
Among the Legendre-Fourier coefficients, six coefficients which represent decenter, tilt, ovaliza-
tion, delta--delta r (_5_5r), trefoil, and delta trefoil (_i trefoil) are listed in Appendix A and compared
with those analyzed by EKC. Our results show that for all P- and H- mirrors, the Legendre-Fourier
coefficients agree with EKC within a reasonable range(the discrepancy is due mainly to the different
finite element models used by EKC and SAO) except in DOF 4 (a moment applied in the radial direc-
tion) where a large error (up to several hundred percent difference in 515r) is found. A further raytrace
study on Legendre-Fourier coefficient sensitivity shows that errors in most coefficients are negligi-
ble since the terms themselves have a very small impact on system performance. However, the dis-
agreement in _Sgr for DOF 4 can have a noticeable impact on the MAS performance prediction. In
order to determine the impact on the MAS performance prediction due to the discrepancy of the
MAS force sensitivity analysis between EKC and SAO, we raytraced 6 Legendre-Fourier coeffi-
cients (decenter, tilt, ovalization, 85 r, trefoil and g trefoil) for the P1 and P6 mirrors (ref. [1], at-
tached in appendix B). In each independent raytrace, one out of the six Legendre-Fourier coeffi-
cients was singled out by setting others to zero(A value of 10 gin was applied to each coefficient
except the tilt where a value of 0.1 arcsecond was used). The raytrace results were then scaled to
obtain the 90% EE diameter for all DOFs at hard point A and offioaders B and C. Table 1 in [1] shows
that the large discrepancy in the Legendre-Fourier coefficients for DOF 4 has a negligible impact on
the 90% EE diameter for all terms except 55r, where the difference in the 90% EE between EKC and
SAO is approximately 0.06 arcsecond for P 1 and 0.027 arcsecond for P6 with a unit(1 in-lb) applied
load. Since the DOF 4 tolerances are 0.684 in-lb for the P1 mirror and 0.2445 in-lb for the P6 mirror,
the _55 r discrepancy at DOF 4 alone could have an impact on 90% EE of 0.041 and 0.007 arcsecond
for the P1 and P6 mirrors, respectively. An effort to determine the cause of the discrepancy in DOF4
was made by analyzing different shell and solid element FEA models (since EKC used shell ele-
ments and SAO used solid elements to model the P- and H-mirrors). A consistent result is observed
for the solid element models when changing the mirror element's circumferential size, however, the
result from the shell elements models is mesh dependent due to the fact that a shell element cannot
sustain a moment perpendicular to its plane. In fact, continuing reduce the mesh's circumferential
size will result in a larger deformation or even a singularity as the angle between a bending moment
(in DOF 4) and the normal of the shell element plane tends to 90 degree (ref. [1]).
3.2 Monte-Carlo Analysis
A Monte-Carlo technique is used to randomize the variation for each possible error in the analysis.
The technique is utilized to predict statistically the impact of the variations on the mirror pairs and
the HRMA system performance.
In the Monte-Carlo analysis a set of independent random errors are generated at each location and
for each degree of freedom. The tolerances (allowable maximum errors) at each DOF for all mirrors
are listed below in Table 1 (ref. [2]). Random errors based on these tolerances are then used as multi-
pliers to scale the MAS sensitivity matrix obtained from the MAS force sensitivity analysis. The
resulting summation of the coefficients of all the errors then forms a single Legendre-Fourier coeffi-
cient set for each mirror. The two (P-/H-) mirrors may then be raytraced to determine the system
performance given that particular set of random MAS errors. The above process may be repeated
(independent random errors are generated for each run) as many times as desired to obtain statistical-
ly the Monte-Carlo MAS performance prediction (in terms of the RMS and 90% EE diameter).
Force (lb) Moment (in-lb)
Optic DOF 1 DOF 2 DOF 3 DOF 4 DOF 5 DOF 6
P1 0.0522 0.0382 0.0500 0.6840 0.1270 0.0110
P3 0.0326 0.0238 0.0500 0.4265 0.0792 0.0110
P4 0.0260 0.0190 0.0500 0.3402 0.0632 0.0110
P6 0.0187 0.0137 0.0500 0.2445 0.0454 0.0110
H1 0.0499 0.0365 0.0500 0.6535 0.1213 0.0110
H3 0.0311 0.0228 0.0500 0.4078 0.0'757 0.0110
H4 0.0248 0.0182 0.0500 0.3278 0.0604 0.0110
H6 0.0178 0.0131 0.0500 0.2337 0.0434 0.0110
Table 1 -MAS Tolerances
The Monte-Carlo analysis flow chart(for one optic) is shown in Figure 4. A detailed discussion for
each step is listed on the following pages.
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Input 16 Legendre-Fourier coefficient sets
at hard point A (4 DOF) and two offloaders
B & C (6 DOF each)
Expand input from above to obtain 66 L-F
coefficient sets
y
For each of 66 L-F coefficient sets, pick
a random number(uniform or Gaussian dis-
tribution} and then multiply the number
with allowable tolerance. The scaled ran-
dom number is then used to scale the L-F
coefficient set
Combine the scaled 66 L-F coefficient set,
save as a case
i
Go back to step 3 until a total number N
of desired cases is reached
Ray trace N cases. Tabulate statistics
from the N raytraces
i
Figure 4 - Monte-Carlo Analysis Flow Chart
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(1) Input 16 Legendre-Fourier coefficient sets
Figure 2 shows 12 mirror supports: 3 hard points (each hard point has 4 possible errors associated
with 4 non-restrained DOF) and 9 offloaders (each offloader has 6 possible errors associated with 6
non-restrained DOF), a total of 66 possible errors associated with 66 non-restrained DOE In the
MAS force sensitivity analysis, the mirror deformation corresponding to each unit load is fit with
Legendre-Fourier coefficients (SAO uses 10 Legendre terms and 13 Fourier terms which is the same
as used by EKC. Each coefficients set at SAO contains 270 coefficients: 10 Legendre coefficients
represent azimuthally invariant deformation, 260 Fourier coefficients (130 each in cosine and sine)
represent azimuthally variant deformations). Therefore, the MAS sensitivity matrix containing mir-
ror deformation due to the 66 unit loadings would have a size of 66 by 270. In practice, by making use
of the symmetry in geometry and loading, we do not have to perform analysis and data fitting for all
66 unit loadings to obtain the 66 Legendre-Fourier coefficient sets. In fact only 16 Legendre-Fouri-
er coefficient sets (4 sets at hard point A 1 and 6 sets each at offloaders B 10 and C7) are need (refer to
Figure 2). We developed a FORTRAN program to derive the other sets via mirroring and phase angle
rotation of Fourier coefficient terms (refer (2) below for details).
(2) Expand input from (1) to form a MAS force sensitivity matrix
Due to the symmetry of the geometry and loading in the problem, the full MAS force sensitivity
matrix can be filled by +/- 1200 phase angle rotations and mirroring across symmetry line from the
known coefficient sets in (1). Refer to figure 2, The Legendre-Fourier coefficient sets at hard point
a5 and a9 were obtained by a-l+ 1200 phase angle rotation (Fourier terms only) from hard point A1,
respectively. Likewise, a +/- 1200 phase angle rotation from offloader C7 provided coefficient sets
at offloader c3 and cll; and offloaders b3 and b6 were derived from offloader B10 by a -/+ 1200
phase angle rotation. Coefficient sets at offioader b8 was then obtained from offloader b6 by a reflec-
tion (mirroring) across the symmetry line. The last two offloaders b4 and b 12 were obtained by a +/-
1200 phase angle rotation from offloader b8. (verification of the results of the Legendre-Fourier co-
efficients transfer has been made and documented in [3]).
(3) Apply scaled random numbers to scale MAS force sensitivity matrix
A total of 66 random numbers are generated using a random number distribution (Gaussian distribu-
tion, uniform distribution, etc.). In a uniform distribution, random numbers are generated in the
range of [-1, 1] "uniformly", while in a Gaussian distribution, a mean value of zero and a standard
deviation of 1/3 (assumes that the tolerances are of 3_ values) are chosen to determine the Gaussian
distribution function so that the random numbers generated are not limited to the range of [-1, 1].
The random numbers were then scaled by the allowable tolerances (listed in Table l) according to
their DOE and finally the scaled 66 random numbers were used to scale the MAS force sensitivity
12
matrix.
(4) Combinethe scaledmatrix to a Legendre-Fouriercoefficient set
Combine(superimpose)thematrix elementsof thesameLegendre-Fouriercoefficient termsinto
oneLegendre-Fouriercoefficientsetwhichcontainsall errorcontributorsfrom eachdegreeof free-
domat all 12supports.Thissetis readyto performasingleray traceasa samplecase.
(5) Repeat steps (3) to (4) until a number N (total desired sample cases) is reached
A proper number N is required to ensure a reliable statistical result. Note that in each run from (3) to
(4), a different seed number was used (in a subroutine where a series of random numbers are gener-
ated) to ensure an independent series of random numbers been chosen.
(6) Ray trace N cases
For each of the N sample cases saved in step (4), ray trace Legendre-Fourier coefficient set for each
P-rid-mirror pair to obtain the RMS and 90% EE diameters. The MAS performance prediction for
the mirror pair is obtained from the statistics of the N cases.
The ensemble HRMA performance prediction(all four mirror pairs) can be obtained by combining
mirror pair results according to the effective area of each mirror pair. The effective areas (at 0.107
Kev) for the four mirror pairs and the percentage of the total area for each mirror pair are listed in
Table 2. The percentage of the each mirror pair is scaled to the total number of rays to determine the
number of rays to be traced in each mirror pair. For each of the N sample cases the summation of the 4
pairs gives the results in terms of the RMS and 90% EE diameters for that case. The HRMA Monte-
Carlo performance prediction (the 3c confident level) is based on the statistics of the N sample cases.
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Mirror Pair Effective Area* Percentage Number of rays
( cm 2) %
PI/HI 415.921 39.80 3980
P3/H3 276.262 26.44 2644
P4/H4 227.151 21.74 2174
P6/H6 125.656 10.02 1202
Total 1044.990 100.00 10000
* The effective areas are calculated at 0.107 Kev
Table 2 - Effective Areas for Each Mirror Pair
In the Monte-Carlo analysis, the type of random number distribution used in the analysis is impor-
tant since using a different random number distribution leads to a different MAS performance pre-
diction. For instance, assuming that the tolerances for all degrees of freedoms listed in Table 1 are 30.
values, that is the errors (forces or moments) fall into a Gaussian distribution pattern, then a Gaussian
distribution should be used to generate the random numbers in the Monte-Carlo analysis. Assuming
however that the errors at a specific DOF do not exceed an allowable tolerance and the errors fall into
a flat pattern, then a uniform distribution should be used for that DOE The actual error distribution
pattern can be determined based on a set of tests on the mirror assembly station hardware(not avail-
able at present).
3.3 Result Comparison
A Gaussian distribution was used at SAO under the assumption that the tolerances are 30" values.
This means that there is a 68.3% chance that the actual errors are within 10. range (1/3 of the toler-
ances), a 99.74% chance that the actual errors are within 30. range. To determine qualitatively the
impact on the Monte--Carlo analysis result due to different random number distributions, a uniform
distribution (the random numbers are generated within the tolerances 'uniformly') was also ana-
lyzed at SAO. Table 3 lists the 90% EE diameters comparison of a Gaussian distribution against a
uniform distribution for 10 separate trials of the P1/H1 mirror pair. The RMS or 90% EE diameter
obtained by a uniform distribution for all possible errors is about 42% in average greater than that
obtained by a Gaussian distribution. Since a uniform distribution always predicts a larger value of
the RMS and 90% EE diameters than.a Gaussian distribution, it is important to use the proper dis-
tribution in the Monte-Carlo analysis to obtain an accurate MAS performance prediction. Ideally, a
set of tests on the mirror assembly station hardware should be performed, ffthe measured errors at a
specific DOF do not exceed an allowable tolerance and the errors show a flat distribution pattern,
then a uniform distribution should be used for that DOE On the other hand, if the test results show a
normal distribution pattern at a specific DOF, then a Gaussian distribution should be used to that
DOE
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Err%
Gaussian10.12440.1441 0.1230 0.1518 0.1295 0.1752 0.1661 0.1372 0.1640 0.1413 30
Uniform 0.2455 0.2869 0.2391 0.2790 0.2484 0.2118 0.2539 0.2333 0.2877 0.2367 26
% 49 50 49 46 48 17 35 41 43 40
Unit in arcsec. *The listed result of each test case is the 100th data from its sorted data set.
Table 3 - P1/H1 pair 90 % EE diameters of 10 independent Monte-Carlo
analysis using a Gaussian and a uniform distribution (N=100)*
A "truncated Gaussian' distribution was used at EKC in their Monte-Carlo analysis. A 'truncated
Gaussian' distribution uses a Gaussian distribution function to generate random numbers but it trun-
cats (filters out) random numbers that are larger than the tolerances. The reason for using a 'truncated
Gaussian' distribution, according to EKC, is that during the mirror alignment process, EKC will re-
align the mirror if any measured error exceeded the allowable tolerance. One concern to the 'trun-
cated Gaussian' distribution is that since the distribution is mathematically not a Gaussian distribu-
tion, the MAS performance prediction (3a confidence level) should be the largest data in the sorted
data set (not the 997 th data as in a Gaussian distribution when N=1000). This is due to the fact that
0.3% (the extension of the 3c_ value) has been truncated from the Gaussian distribution, and all errors
are forced to be within the allowable tolerances. Conseqently, the largest value in the set of N cases
(as in a uniform distribution) should be used to give the performance prediction.
The Monte--Carlo MAS performance predictions are based on the statistics of the analyzed sample
cases. A proper number of the samples(N) is required to ensure a reliable result. EKC used 50 sample
cases (N=50) in their analysis. Our results show that N=50 is not sufficient. Table 3, above, shows
results for 10 independent Monte-Carlo analyses ( N=100 ) using a Gaussian distribution for the
P1/H1 mirror pair. In each independent anaysis, the 100 th data in the sorted data set was chosen as the
3c confident level. A maximum error of 30% is observed. A further Monte-Carlo analysis was per-
formed at SAO in an attempt to determine a proper number of trials, N, to be used in the analysis. We
chose test cases of N=25, 50, I00, 150, 200, 250, 500 and 1000. Corresponding to each N a set of
independent analysis was performed to obtain the 90% EE diameter in terms of the mean value and
the standard deviation, as shown in Table 4. Figure 5 shows three curves of the 90% EE diame-
ter(mean value, mean value+_, and mean value--g) against the trail number N. A convergent pattern
is observed as N increases. The results indicate that as the number of samples, N, increases, the 90%
EE mean value increases and it tends to 0.1680 arcsecond when N= 1000. Also the standard deviation
drops from 0.019 at N=50 to 0.009 at N=500. The analysis results clearly indicate that N=50 is not
sufficient, instead a value of N >___500 is suggested to obtain a more accurate performance prediction.
The test results shown by EKC (ref. [4]) for N=25, 50, 75 and 100 were based on (1) one run of the
Monte-Carlo analysis for N= I00, and (2) an analysis of dependent raw data sets (for instance, the
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rawdatasetof N=50 includesrawdatasetof N=25; therawdatasetof N=100includesdatasetsof
N=25, N=50 andN=75 ), which webelieveis notappropriate.In fact it is quitepossiblethat the
maximumdatain theI00 datasetis locatedamongthefirst 25data(becauseof therandomizationin
theanalysis).If thatis thecasethenby following EKC analysis,N=25 wouldbesufficientsincethe
sameresultcanbeobtainedfor N =>25.
MeanValue StandardDevi_ion Max Err.%**
N=25 0.13244 0.02070 66
N=50 0.14768 0.01900 60
N=100 0.15805 0.01771 45
N=I50 0.15520 0.01154 27
N=200 0.15670 0.01046 23
N=250 0.15801 0.01118 23
N=500 0.16339 0.00897 15
N=1000 0.16800 0.00607 7
Unit in arcsecond** Max Err.% = [(Max value-Min value)/(Mean value) ]x100%
Table 4 - P1/H1 mirror pair statistics 90% EE diameter for various
sample cases
Table 5 shows the Monte-Carlo performance predictions (in terms of RMS and 90% EE diameters)
for the HRMA and for each of the mirror pairs using a Gaussian, a uniform and a 'truncated Gaus-
sian' distribution. Table 5 also lists results analyzed at SAO using a 'truncated Gaussian' distribu-
tion for N=50, this is intended for a proper comparison with EKC (since a 'truncated Gaussian' dis-
tribution and N=50 were used at EKC). The results at SAO for a Gaussian distribution are based on
N=1000 sample cases. The listed RMS and 90% EE diameters are the 997 th data (3_ confident level)
chosen from the sorted data set. As a reference the results using a 'truncated Gaussian' distribution
for N=1000 in the Monte-Carlo analysis are also listed. For a 'truncated Gaussian' distribution
(N=50), SAO predicts the 90% EE diameters of 0.126, 0.133, 0.101 and 0.033 arcsecond for the
P 1/H 1 - P6/H6 mirror pairs as compared to EKC values of 0.204, 0.157, 0.169 and 0.043 arcsecond.
Based on the argument discussed in this section and the analysis results listed in Table 5, we believe
that a Gaussian distribution and a value of N= 1000 used in the Monte-Carlo analysis would result in
a more accurate prediction. The HRMA performance prediction comparison between SAO and EKC
yields a 0.1626 arcsecond by SAO(Gaussian distribution, N= 1000) against a 0.1911 arcsecond by
EKC ('truncated Gaussian' distribution, N=50). Thus we conclude that our results agree with EKC
within a certain range, and EKC predictions appear to be conservative.
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Figure 5 - P1/H1 mirror pair 90 % EE diameter vs N
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90 % Encircled Energy Diameter (3or confident level)
EKC (N-50)
(Truncated
Gaussian)
SAO (N=50)
(Gaussian)
SAO
! (N=IO00)
(Gaussian)
SAO (N=50)
(Truncated
Gaussian)
SAO*
(N=1000)
(Truncated
Gaussian)
P1/H1
0.20360
0.12438
0.16400
0.12591
0.16130
0.18606
P3/H3
0.15720
0.12731
0.11708
0.13292
0.12129
0.15503
P4/H4
0.16890
0.12017
0.13049
0.10054
0.11638
0.12178
P6/H6
0.04264
0.03416
0.04171
0.03321
0.03717
0.0502
HRMA
0.19110
0.14042
0.16262
N/A
N/A
SAO(N=1000)
(Uniform) 0.2532 0.29286 0.26588 0.07133 0.23944
Unit in arcsec. *Results listed for 'truncated Gaussian distribution' at SAO: the first and second
row is the 997 th and 1000 th data chosen from the sorted data set, respectively.
RMS Diameter** (3ff confident level)
P1/H1 P3/H3 P4/H4 P6/H6 HRMA
SAO
(N=1000) 0.11419 0.08115 0.08820 0.02838 0.08548
(Gaussian)
SAO*
(N=1000)
(Truncated
Gaussian)
SAO(N=lO0O)
(Uniform)
0.11283
0.12586
0.08436
0:09542
0.07801
0.08540
0.02562
0.03577
N/A
0.20400 0.20289 0.18800 0.04917 0.13024
Unit in arcsec. **EKC RMS Diameters are not available.
Table 5 - HRMA performance prediction comparison
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APPENDIX A
RESIDUAL ERRORS DUE TO UNIT MAS ERRORS
P1 OPTIC
unit in _tin
Hard Point A (DOF 1)
EKC SAO %
Decent 32.80 30.83 6.4
Tilt 7.111 6.298 12.9
Oval. 19.25 21.10 8.8
8fir 18.70 17.15 9.0
Trefolt 0.2663 0.3348 20.5
_Trefoil 0.5474 0.5781 5.3
Hard Point A (DOF 4) Hard Point A (DOF5)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
2.525 0.5838 3'33 0.6487 0.5729 13.2
0.6194 0.1621 282 0.2344 0.2062 13.7
0.1483 0.0308 381 0.0567 0.0614 7.7
1.770 0.5829 204 0.5692 0.5167 10.2
0.0099 0.0006 155 0.0()27 0.0034 20.6
[0.1101 0.0129 753 0.0350 0.0363 3.6
Offloader B (DOF 1)
IEKC SAO %
Decent 24.71 23.24 6.4
Tilt 4.971 4.387 13.3
Oval. 14.37 15.74 8.7
_5c5r 13.94 12.77 9.1
Trefoil 0.2663 0.3352 20.6
_Trefoi! 0.5475 0.5787 5.4
' Offioader B (DOF 2) :Offloader B (DOF3)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
15.53 14.26 8.9 7.304 6.463 13.0
3.258 3.077 5.9 2.473 2.184 13.3
9.024 10.71 15.8 0.2992 0.3246 7.8
8.830 8.992 1.8 6.694 6.112 9.5
0.1235 0.2622 52.9 0.0053 0.0066 19.7
0.2613 0.3418 23.6 0.1427 0.1499 4.8
Offloader B (DOF 5) Offioader B (DOF 6) Offioader C (DOF1)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 0.8937 0.7917 12.9 1.239 1.159 6.9 9.992 9.299 7.4
Tint 02747 0.2401 14.4 0.2894 0.2558 13.1 2.37'7 2.100 13.2
0.0713 7.6 0.7848 0.8597 8.7 6.491 7.096 8.5I0.0659Oval.
88r lo.7857 0.7145 I0.0 0.7440 0.6790 9.6 6.215 5.678 9.5
Trefoil 0.0027 0.0034 20.6 0.0288 0.0366 120.7 0.2663 0.3346 20.4
_iTrefoil 0.0350 0.0363 3.6 Io.o583 0.0612 4.8 0.5475 0.5780 5.3
Offloader C (DOF 3) Offloader C (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 10.23 9.046 13.1 1.529 0.1797 751
Tilt 3.515 3.104 13.3 0.4405 0.0524 74l
Oval. 0.4231 0.4591 7.8 0.1311 0.0093 131
_iSr 9.467 8.644 9.5 1.385 0.1752 691
'rr_foit 0.0075 0.0094 20.2 0.0099 0.0006 155
_iTrefoii 0.2018 0.2121 4.9 0.1101 0.0129 753
Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
1.476 1.390 6.2
0.2632 0.2311 13.9
0.7848 0.8597 8.7
0.7440 0.6790 9.6
0.0322 0.0405 20.5
0.0653 0.0687 4.9
Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO %
1.622 0.4034 302
0.5940 0.1390 327
0.1399 0.0209 569
1.589 I0.3926 305
0.0099 0.0006 155
0.1101 0.0129 753
Offioader C (DOF 2)
EKC SAO %
22.06 20.78 6.1
4.528 4.008 13.0
12.76 14.00 8.9
12.49 11.47 8.8
0.1746 0.2201 20.7
0.3695 0.3921 !5.8
Offioader C (DOF5) Offioader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
1.020 0.8996 13.4 1.326 1.244 6.6
0.3510 0.3081 13.9 0.25()8 0.2196 14.2
0.0739 0.0801 7.7 0.7848 0.8598 8.7
0.9543 0.8683 9.9 0.7440 0.6792 9.5
6.0027 O.0034 21.3 0.0251 0.0316 20.6
0.0350 0.0363 3.6 0.0563 0.0528 4.7
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P3 OPTIC
unit in _tin
Hard Point A (DOF 1) Hard Point A (DOF 4) Hard Point A (DOF5)
EKC SAO %
Decent 43.16 39.10 10.4
Tilt 10.23 8.718 17.3
Oval 20.04 21.58 7.1
_5_5r 25.42 24.19 5.1
Trefoil 0.1924 0.2599 26.0
8Trefoil 0.5932 !0.6837 13.2
EKC SAO %
4.005 0.8091 395
0.9616 0.2615 268
0.1705 0.0129 1222
2.603 0.7406 251
0.0061 0.0002 2950
0.1351 0.0150 801
EKC SAO %
0.9654 0.8407 14.8
0.3574 0.3037 17.7
0.0649 0.0731 11.2
0.7981 0.7574 5.4
0.0015 0.0020 25.0
0.0400 0.0457 12.5
Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
2.429 2.223 9.3
0.4759 0.4069 17.0
1.016 1.104 7.9
1.271 1.212 4.9
0.0291 0.0397 26.7
0.0889 0.1028 13.5
Offioader B (DOF 1)
EKC SAO %
Decent 32.43 29.44 10.2
Tilt 17.132 6.088 17.1
Oval. 14.96 16.10 7.1
_r 18.95 18.02 5.1
Trefoil 0.1924 0.2608 26.2
_Trefoii 0.5932 0.6833 13.2
Offloader B (DOF 2)
EKC SAO %
20.39 18.53 10.0
4.671 3.996 16.9
9.395 10.13 7.3
11.98 11.42 4.9
0.0891 0.1212 26.5
0.2813 0.3261 13.7
Oflloader B (DOF3)
EKC SAO %
8.489 7.205 17.8
!2.918 2.483 17.5
0.1892 0.1191 58.9
7.397 6.867 7.7
0.0001 0.0021 95.2
0.1261 0.9919 87.3
Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO %
2.505 0.5629 345
0.9288 0.1966 372
0.1638 0.0096 1606
2.353 0.553 326
0.0061 0.0002 2950
0.1351 0.0151 795
Offloader B (DOF 5)
EKC SAO %
Decent 1.305 1.142 14.3
Tilt 0.4026 0.3464 16.2
Oval. 0.0720 0.0776 7.2
_ r 1.095 1.035 5.8
Trefoil 0.0015 0.0021 28.6
_Trefoil 0.0400 0.0456 12.3
Offloader B (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
2.040 1.851 10.2
0.5210 0.4465 16.7
1.016 1.104 7.9
1.271 1.212 4.9
0.0261 0.0356 26.7
!0.0794 0.0914 13.1
Offioader C (DOF1)
EKC SAO %
13.17 11.82 11.5
3.412 2.907 17.4
!6.756 7.258 6.9
8.473 8.036 5.4
0.1924 0.2599 26.0
0.5932 0.6835 13.2
Offioader C (DOF 2)
EKC SAO %
28.95 26.32 10.0
6.491 5.551 16.9
13.29 14.33 7.3
16.95 16.16 4.9
:0.1260 0.1714 26.5
0.3979 0.4615 13.8
Offioader C (DOF 3)
EKC SAO %
Decent 11.89 10.09 17.8
Tilt 4.143 3.525 17.5
Oval :0.2676 0.1670 60.2
_ r 10.46 9.712 7.7
Trefoil 0.002 0.0032 93.8
_Trefoii 0.1784 !0.1976 9.7
Offioader C (DOF 4) Offioader C (DOF5)
EKC SAO % EKC !SAO %
2.371 0.2463 863 1.486 1.289 15.2
0.6803 0.0710 858 0.5170 0.4457 16.0
0.1569 0.0043 :3549 0.0784 0.0816 3.9
2.074 0.2468 740 1.327 1.253 5.9
0.0061 0.0002 2950 0.0015 0.0020 25.0
0.1351 0.0150 801 0.0400 0.0457 12.4
Offloader C (DOF 6)
EKC :SAO %
2.170 1.980 9.6
0.4515 0.3861 16.9
1.016 1.104 7.9
1.271 1.212 4.9
0.0227 0.0310 26.8
0.0688 0.0792 15.7
2O
P4 OPTIC
unit in _tin
Hard Point A (DOF 1) Hard Point A (DOF 4) Hard Point A (DOF5) Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 44.33 41.23 7.5 4.545 0.8771 418 1.061 0.9511 11.5 2.836 2.430 16.7
Tilt 10.96 9.838 11.4 1.066 0.3347 219 0.4009 0.3587 11.8 0.5781 0.6854 15.7
Oval. 17.79 20.31 12.4 0.1571 0.1205 30.4 0.0612 0.0811 24.5 1.021 1.598 36.1
$$r 24.19 24.53 1.4 2.573 1.310 96.4 0.7747 0.7695 6.8 1.375 2.118 35.1
Trefoil 0.1569 0.2298 31.7 0.0036 0.0331 89.1 0.0009 0.0021 57.1 _0.0268 0.1917 86.0
_iTrefon 0.4145 0.5292 21.7 0.1006 0.0736 36.7 0.0290 0.0360 19.4 0.0706 0.3726 81.1
Decent
Tilt
Oval.
_Sr
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Decent
[Tilt
Oval.
/5_r
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Offloader B (DOF 1) Offloader B (DOF 2) Offloader B (DOF3)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
32.25 _30.59 8.7 20.93 19.13 9.4 8.066 7.159 12.7
7.610 7.162 6.3 4.993 4.847 3.0 2.808 2.595 8.2
13.27 16.04 17.3 8.336 10.43 20.1 0.1050 0.4478 76.6
18.03 19.85 9.1 11.40 13.13 13.2 6.258 6.567 4.7
0.1569 0.8657 81.9 0.0726 0.5114 85.8 0.0022 0.0948 97.7
0.4145 1.7110 75.8 0.1963 0.9940 80.3 0.0791 0.1263 37.4
Offloader B (DOF 5) Offloader B (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC
1.415 1.275 11.0 2.377 2.194 8.3 13.51
0.4354 0.3857 12.9 0.6346 0.5608 13.2 3.653
0.0655 0.0899 27.1 1.021 1.496 31.7 15.996
1.059 1.047 1.1 1.375 1.933 28.8 8.072
0.0009 0.0067 86.6 0.0241 0.3577 93.3 0.1569
0.0290 0.0446 35.0 0.0631 0.6623 90.5 0.4145
Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO %
2.767 0.6178 348
1.041 0.2357 342
0.1529 0.0542 182
2.334 0.6188 277
0.0036 0.0127 71.7
0.1006 0.0264 281
Offioader C (DOF1) Offloader C (DOF 2)
SAO % EKC SAO %
12.43 8.7 29.69 26.96 10.1
3.273 11.6 6.931 6.862 1.0
6.831 12.2 11.79 15.09 21.9
8.159 1.1 16.12 19.11 15.6
0.2299 31.8 0.1027 0.4146 75.2
_0.5294 21.7 0.2776 0.6953 60.1
Offloader C (DOF 3) Offloader C (DOF 4) Oflloader C (DOF5)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 11.29 10.14 11.4 2.410 0.2680 799 1.605 1.438 11.6
Tilt 3.985 3.582 11.3 0.6459 0.0805 702 0.5637 0.5041 11.8
Oval. 0.1485 0.3058 51.4 0.0598 0.0197 204 0.0697 0.0986 29.3
_r 8.850 8.820 0.3 2.118 0.2700 685 1.281 1.274 0.5
Trefoil :0.0030 0.0011 173 0.0161 0.0039 313 0.0009 0.0021 57.1
_Trefoil 0.1119 0.1399 20.0 0.1200 0.0048 [2400 0.0290 0.0360 19.4
Offloader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
2.518 2.282 10.4
0.5453 0.5228 4.3
1.021 1.267 19.4
1.375 1.554 11.5
0.0210 0.0052 304
0.0547 0.0023 2278
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P6 OPTIC
unit in gin
Hard Point A (DOF 1) Hard Point A (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 25.94 23.82 8.9 3.508 0.6142 471
Tilt 7.008 6.243 12.2 0.7379 0.1679 339
Oval. 5.559 6.212 10.5 0.0402 0.1638 75
55r 8.861 9.307 4.8 1.061 0.5333 99
'T reran 0.0193 0.0251 23.1 0.0013 0.0002 550
5Trefoil 0.0875 0.1097 20.2 0.0243 0.0025 860
Offioader B (DOF 1) Offloader B (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % IEKC SAO %
Decent 19.33 17.76 8.8 12.22 11.25 8.7
Tilt 4.719 4.201 12.3 3.146 2.807 12.1
Oval. 4.149 4.636 10.5 2.604 2.018 10.6
55 r 6.605 6.036 4.8 4.174 4.389 4.9
Trefoil 0.0193 0.0253 23.7 0.0088 0.0116 24.1
iSTrefoii 0.0875 0.1099 20.4 0.0416 0.0524 20.6
Offioader B (DOF 5) Offloader B (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 0.9488 0.8452 12.3 1.851 1.6826 10.0
Tilt 0.2853 0.2524 13.0 0.5499 0.4860 13.1
Oval. 0.0176 0.0314 43.9 0.4271 0.4773 10.5
55r 0.4128 0.4180 1.2 0.6762 0.7025 3.7
Trefoil 0.0003 0.0002 50.0 0.0040 0.0052 23.1
51nrefai; 0.0071 0.0079 10.1 0.0179 0.0223 19.7
Offioader C (DOF 3) Offloader C (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 5.516 4.931 11.9 1.781 0.1560 1041
Tilt 2.108 1.893 11.3 0.4245 0.0318 1235
Oval. 0.0608 0.0149 308 0.0449 0.0005 8880
55r 2.504 2.551 1.9 0.8691 0.0969 797
!Trefoil 0.0023 0.0021 9.5 0.0013 0.0002 550
i
5Trefoil 0.0180 0.0222 18.9 0.0243 0.0025 872
Hard Point A (DOF5) Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
0.7370 0.6529 12.9 2.243 2.034 10.3
0.3040 0.2688 13.2 0.4806 0.4226 13.7
0.0198 0.0308 35.7 0.4271 0.4773 10.5
0.3057 0.3088 1.0 0.6762 0.7026 6.3
0.0003 0.0002 50.0 0.0044 0.0058 23.7
0.0066 0.0080 17.5 0.0200 0.0249 19.7
Offioader B (DOF3) Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
3.957 3.539 11.8 1.904 0.4184 355
1.492 1.340 11.3 10.7870 0.6626 18.8
0.0430 0.0105 309 J0.0426 0.0555 23.2
1.770 1.804 1.9 0.9696 1.011 4.1
0.0016 0.0015 6.7 0.0013 i0.0140 90.7
0.0127 0.0157 19.1 0.0243 0.1705 85.7
Offioader C (DOF1) Offioader C (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
7.737 7.037 9.9 17.30 15.93 8.6
2.333 2.079 12.2 4.326 3.855 12.2
1.877 2.095 10.4 3.683 4.118 10.6
2.958 3.100 4.6 5.903 6.208 4.9
0.0193 0.0252 23.4 0.0125 0.0165 24.2
0.0875 0.1099 20.4 0.0588 0.0740 20.5
Offioader C (DOF5) Offioader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
1.054 0.9385 12.3 1.944 1.774 9.6
0.3932 0.3498 12.4 0.4396 0.3870 13.6
0.0151 0.0320 52.8 0.4271 0.4773 10.5
0.4974 0.5041 1.3 0.6762 0.7025 3.7
0.0003 0.0002 50.0 0.0034 0.0045 24.4
0.0071 0.0079 I0.1 0.0155 0.0192 19.3
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H1 OPTIC
unit in _tin
Decent
Tilt
i Oval.
55 r
Trefoil
_TrefoU
Hard Point A (DOF 1) Hard Point A (DOF 4) Hard Point A (DOF5) Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
26.36 22.72 16.0 2.268 0.3686 515 0.5545 0.4478 23.8 1.423 1.107 28.5
4.611 3.859 19.5 0.5263 0.1240 324 0.1624 0.1279 ;27.0 0.2172 0.1826 18.9
12.67 18.49 31.5 0.0946 0.0435 118 0.0012 0.0690 98.3 0.5648 0.9063 37.7
16.74 18.17 7.9 1.822 0.5149 254 0.5926 0.5538 7.0 0.8019 0.8666 7.5
0.0008 0.0845 99.1 0.0205 0.0103 99.0 0.0065 0.0054 20.4 0.0010 0.1709 99.4
0.6082 0.5149 18.1 0.1508 0.0266 467 0.0457 0.0361 26.6 0.0872 0.2692 67.6
Decent
Tilt
Oval.
65r
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Offloader B (DOF 1) Offloader B (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
20.10 17.26 16.4 12.58 10.85 16.0
3.392 2.914 16.4 2.182 1.849 18.0
9.457 14.05 132.7 5.934 8.764 32.3
12.47 13.76 19.4 7.914 8.695 9.0
0.0008 1.098 99.9 0.0020 0.4296 99.5
0.6082 1.774 65.7 0.2928 0.7097 58.7
Decent
Tilt
Oval.
55 r
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Offloader B (DOF 5) Offioader B (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
0.7655 0.6225 23.0 1.147 0.9373 22.4
0.2259 0.1831 23.4 0.2271 0.1589 42.9
0.0455 0.0741 38.6 0.5648 0.7791 27.5
0.7841 0.7791 0.6 0.8019 0.7463 7.5
0.0065 0.0391 83.4 0.0009 0.0112 92.0
0.0457 0.0915:50.1 0.0786 0.0608 29.3
Decent
Tilt
Oval.
56 r
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Offloader C (DOF 3) Offloader C (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC .SAO %
6.569 5.339 23.0 1.430 0.1105 1194
2.404 1.848 30.1 0.3990 0.0373 970
1.425 0.8394 69.7 0.0314 0.0174 80.0
7.769 7.617 2.0 1.477 0.1587 831
0.0382 0.0630 !39.4 0.0205 0.0038 439
0.1830 0.2102 12.9 0.1508 0.0176 757
Offloader B (DOF3) Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
4.662 3.786 23.1 1.432 0.2605 450
1.697 1.308 29.8 0.4947 0.0902 448
1.008 0.5849 72.3 0.0705 0.0425 65.9
5.493 5.394 1.8 1.659 0.3732 345
0.0270 0.0477 43.4 0.0205 0.0035 486
0.1294 0.1907 32.1 0.1508 0.0116 120
Offloader C (DOF1) Offloader C (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
7.971 6.949 14.7 17.91 15.43 16.1
1.556 1.188 31.0 3.063 2.622 16.8
4.279 5.760 25.7 8.392 12.47 32.7
5.547 5.572 0.5 11.19 12.35 9.4
0.0008 0.0825 99.0 0.0028 0.7764 99.6
0.6082 0.5223 16.4 0.4141 1.259 67.1
Offloader C (DOF5) Offloader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
0.8416 0.6919 21.6 1.260 1.012 24.5
0.2816 '0.2159 30.4 0.2135 0.1673 27.6
0.0644 0.0232 178 0.5648 0.8389 32.7
0.9373 0.9056 3.5 0.8019 0.7954 0.8
0.0065 0.0068 4.4 0.0008 0.0988 99.2
0.0457 0.0411 11.2 0.0689 0.1611 57.2
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H3 OPTIC
unit in _in
Hard Point A (DOF 1) Hard Point A (DOF 4) Hard Point A (DOF5)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 34.61 31.79 8.9 3.595 0.5714 529 0.8118 0.7069 14.8
T'dt 6.841 5.918 15.6 0.8056 0.1982 306 0.2432 0.2064 17.8
Oval. 13.11 14.54 9.8 0.1258 0.1023 23.0 0.0058 0.0136 57.4
_r 22.49 18.68 20.4 2.610 0.5688 359 0.8095 0.6637 22.0
Trefoil 0.0094 0.0321 170.7 0.0216 0.0020 980 0.0063 0.0044 43.2
/STrefoU 0.6116 0.4665 31.1 0.1659 0.0090 1743 0.0470 0.0352 33.5
Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
12.302 1.990 15.7
0.3903 0.3129 24.7
0.7261 0.8063 9.9
1.318 1.016 29.7
0.0023 0.0055 58.2
0.1073 0.0763 40.6
Decent
Tilt
Oval.
_ r
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Offioader B (DOF 1) Offloader B (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
26.31 24.20 8.7 16.48 15.16 8.7
4.984 4.315 15.5 3.212 2.786 15.3
9.786 10.85 9.8 6.141 6.815 9.9
16.76 13.92 20.4 10.61 8.826 20.2
0.0094 0.0322 70.8 0.0055 0.0140 60.7
0.6116 0.4669 31.0 0.2918 0.2239 30.3
Offloader B (DOF3)
EKC SAO %
5.488 4.790 14.6
1.979 1.746 13.3
0.9627 0.8760 9.9
5.898 4.872 21.0
0.0200 0.0176 13.6
0.1016 0.0775 31.1
Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO %
2.196 0.4070 440
0.7662 _0.1476 419
0.0959 0.0762 25.9
2.392 0.4237 464
0.0216 0.0020 980
0.1660 0.0090 1744
Decent
Tilt
Oval.
_ r
Trefoil
_Trefoil
Offioader B (DOF 5) Offioader B (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
1.113 0.9790 13.7 1.861 1.626 14.5
0.3265 0.2848 14.6 0.4102 0.3296 24.5
0.0573 0.0399 43.6 0.7261 0.8063 9.9
1.065 0.8746 21.7 1.318 1.016 29.7
0.0063 0.0044 43.2 0.0021 0.0049 57.1
0.0470 0.0352 33.5 0.0966 0.0681 41.9
Offioader C (DOF1) Offloader C (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC iSAO %
10.50 9.584 9.5 23.45 21.58 8.6
2.307 1.994 15.7 4.500 3.902 15.3
4.427 4.900 9.6 8.685 9.638 9.9
7.483 6.199 20.7 15.01 12.48 20.2
0.0094 0.0324 71.0 0.0078 0.0199 60.8
0.6116 0.4666 31.1 0.4127 0.3162 30.5
iOffloader C (DOF 3) Offloader C (DOF 4) Offioader C (DOF5)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 7.723 6.739 14.6 2.194 0.1723 1173 1.222 1.069 14.3
Tilt 2.802 2.473 13.3 0.6022 0.0520 1058 0.4108 0.3594 14.3
Oval. 1.362 1.239 9.9 0.0507 0.0340 49.1 0.0809 0.0547 47.9
_Sr 8.341 6.891 21.0 2.150 0.1887 1040 1.270 1.044 21.6
Trefoil 0.0283 0.0249 13.7 0.0216 0.0020 980 0.0063 i0.0044 43.2
6Trefoil 0.1437 0.1100 30.6 0.1660 0.0090 1744 0.0470 0.0352 33.5
Offioader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
2.028 1.778 14.0
0.3797 0.3052 24.4
0.7261 0.8062 9.9
1.318 1.016 29.7
0.0019 0.0044 56.8
0.0846 0.0588 43.9
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H4 OPTIC
unit in _tin
Hard Point A (DOF 1)
EKC SAO %
Decent 35.54 32.81 8.3
Tilt 7.432 6.521 14.0
Oval. 11.39 16.18 29.6
88 r 21.21 21.96 3.4
Trefoil 0.0043 0.1960 97.8
5Trefoil 0.4210 0.5239 19.6
Hard Point A (DOF 4) Hard Point A (DOF5)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
4.082 0.6365 541 0.8828 0.7704 14.6
0.8873 0.2186 306 0.2696 0.2243 !20.2
0.1324 0.1275 3.8 0.0091 0.0117 22.2
2.555 0.6780 277 0.7783 0.7993 2.6
0.0161 0.0066 144 0.0045 0.0111 59.5
0.1200 0.0131 816 0.0332 0.0479 30.7
Hard Point A (DOF 6)
EKC SAO %
2.666 2.333 14.3
0.4719 0.3879 21.7
0.7136 1.015 29.7
1.395 1.353 3.1
0.0003 0.0370 99.2
0.0829 0.0967 14.3
Offloader B (DOF 1)
EKC SAO %
!Decent 26.97 24.94 8.1
Tilt 5.371 4.719 13.8
Oval 8.499 12.08 29.6
_i_ r 15.81 16.36 3.4
Trefoil 0.0043 0.0245 82.4
fiTrefoil 0.4210 0.5240 19.7
Offloader B (DOF 2) Offioader B (DOF3)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
16.90 15.65 8.0 5.254 4.669 12.5
3.473 3.059 13.5 1.906 1.721 10.7
5.333 7.591 29.7 0.8219 0.9628 14.6
10.00 10.38 3.6 4.949 5.125 3.4
0.0012 0.0889 98.7 0.0137 0.0500 !72.6
0.2004 0.2526 20.7 0.0621 0.0992 37.4
Offloader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO %
2.4t2 0.4458 441
0.8543 0.1626 444
0.1027 0.0950 8.1
2.347 0.5053 364
0.0161 0.0066 144
0.1200 0.0131 816
Offloader B (DOF 5)
EKC SAO % EKC
Decent 1.205 1.075 12.2 2.152
Tilt 0.3511 0.3104 13.1 0.5001
Oval 0.0581 0.0525 10.7 0.7136
! _5_r 1.021 1.050 2.8 1.395
Trefoil 0.0045 0.0111 59.5 i0.0002
fiTrefoil 0.0332 0.0479 30.7 0.0746
Offioader B (DOF 6) Offioader C (DOF1)
SAO % EKC SAO %
1.897 13.4 10.76 9.851 9.2
0.4121 21.4 2.504 2.196 14.0
1.015 29.7 3.846 5.450 29.4
1.353 3.1 7.064 7.288 3.1
0.0333 99.4 0.0043 0.1959 97.8
0.0863 13.6 0.4210 0.5240 19.7
Offioader C (DOF 2)
EKC i SAO %
24.04 !22.26 8.0
4.855 4.274 13.6
7.542 10.73 29.7
14.14 14.67 3.6
0.0018 0.1257 98.6
0.2835 0.3574 20.7
Offloader C (DOF 3)
EKC SAO %
Decent 7.386 6.561 12.6
Tilt 2.697 2.433 10.8
Oval. 1.162 1.362 14.6
_ r 6.999 7.247 3.4
Trefoil 0.0194 0.0708 72.6
_Trefoii 0.0879 0.1402 37.3
Offioader C (DOF 4) Offioader C (DOF5) Oflloader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
2.410 0.1835 1214 1.319 1.170 12.7 2.336 2.068 12.9
0.6459 0.0508 1171 0.4472 0.3980 12.4 10.4553 0.3756 21.2
0.0598 0.0425 40.7 0.0817 0.0733 11.5 0.7136 1.015 29.7
2.118 0.2255 83.9 1.215 1.252 2.9 1.395 !.353 3.1
0.0161 0.0066 144 0.0045 0.0111 59.5 0.0002 0.0287 99.3
0.1200 0.0131 816 0.0332 0.0479 30.7 0.0652 0.0745 12.5
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H6 OPTIC
unit in lain
Hard Point A (DOF 1) Hard Point A (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO % EKC
Decent 20.78 18.94 9.7 3.167 0.4223 1360 0.5950
]'lit 4.867 4.272 13.9 0.6108 0.1551 294 0.1965
Oval. 2.526 3.253 22.3 0.1020 0.0331 208 0.0192
55r 7.761 5.748 35.0 1.061 0.1788 493 0.3096
Trefoil 0.0008 0.0050 84.0 0.0038 0.0003 1167 0.0010
5TrefoU 0.0886 0.0603 i46.9 0.0270 0.0011 2355 0.0071
Offioader B (DOF 1) Offloader B (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 15.68 14.32 9.5 9.873 9.019 9.5
Tilt 3.389 2.977 13.8 _2.237 1.971 13.5
Oval. 1.886 2.426 22.3 1.181 1.526 22.6
55 r 5.785 4.280 35.2 3.660 2.715 34.8
Trefoil 0.0008 0.0043 81.4 0.0005 0.0019 73.7
5Trefoil 0.0886 0.0589 50.4 0.0423 0.0286 47.9
Oflloader B (DOF 5) Offloader B (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 0.8121 0.7106 14.3 1.648 1.459 13.0
Tilt 0.2302 0.2019 14.0 0.4355 0.3674 18.5
Oval. 0.0391 0.0159 14.6 0.2106 0.2727 22.8
55r 0.4029 0.2820 42.9 0.6705 0.4754 41.0
Trefoil 0.0010 0.0007 42.9 0.0003 0.0010 70.0
5Trefoil 0.0071 0.0045 57.8 0.0205 0.0131 56.5
Offioader C (DOF 3) Offloader C fDOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
Decent 3.724 3.328 11.9 1.622 0.1004 1516
Tilt 1.494 1.365 9.5 0.3589 0.0137 2520
Oval. 0.3913 0.2640 48.2 0.0693 0.0110 530
!55r 2.020 1.429 41.3 0.8919 0.0593 1404
Trefoil 0.0031 0.0026 19.2 0.0038 0.0003 1167
_Trefoii 0.0129 0.0087 48.3 0.0270 0.0011 2355
Hard Point A (DOF5) Hard Point A (DOF 6)
SAO % EKC SAO %
0.5110 16.4 2.080 1.814 14.7
0.1670 17.7 0.3893 0.3278 18.8
0.0002 9500 0.2106 0.2727 22.8
0.2162 43.2 0.6705 0.4754 41.0
0.0007 42.9 0.0003 0.0011 63.6
0.0045 57.8 0.0228 0.0147 55.1
Oltloader B (DOF3) Omoader B (DOF 4)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
2.668 2.385 11.9 1.632 0.2922 459
1.068 0.979 9.1 0.6397 0.1154 454
0.2767 0.1867 48.2 0.0872 0.0246 254
1.428 1.011 41.3 0.9798 0.1332 636
0.0022 0.0019 15.8 0.0038 0.0003 1167
0.0091 0.0061 49.2 0.0270 0.0011 2355
Offioader C (DOF1) Offioader C (DOF 2)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
6.140 5.592 9.8 14.02 12.81 9.4
1.643 1.440 14.1 3.090 2.720 13.6
0.8563 1.095 21.8 1.670 2.158 22.6
2.586 1.906 36.2 5.175 3.894 34.8
0.0008 0.0043 81.4 0.0008 0.0026 69.2
0.0886 0.0593 49.4 0.0598 0.0403 48.4
Offioader C (DOF5) Offioader C (DOF 6)
EKC SAO % EKC SAO %
0.8721 0.7639 14.2 1.778 1.579 12.6
0.3177 0.2819 12.7 0.3617 0.3069 17.9
0.0519 0.0225 130 0.2106 0.2727 22.8
0.4783 0.3353 42.6 0.6705 0.4754 41.0
0.0010 0.0007 42.9 0.0003 0.0009 66.7
0.0071 0.0045 57.8 0.0179 0.0114 57.0
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SUMMARY
This memo is a follow up of EKC mirror assembly station (MAS) force sensitivity comparison
documented on July 29,1993(/usr/people/jzhang/wp/jpz93 15). Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
for both P1 and P6 mirrors is completed. Results in terms of Legendre-Fourier coefficients which
represent decenter, tilt, ovalization, delta-delta R, trefoil, and delta trefoil are compared with
those analyzed by Kodak.
To complete the full MAS force sensitivity study, independent FEA analysis at one hard point A
in 4 degree of freedom (DOF) and two offloaders B and C in 6 DOF is sufficient since results at
all other hard points a and offloaders b, c can be derived from them (ref. figure 1). In each
independent analysis, a unit load (force or moment, depending on its DOF) is applied at the hard
point A or offloader B or C. Our results show that for the p l mirror, the Legendre-Fourier
coefficients are within an average range of 12% except in DOF 4 (moment in radial direction)
where an average error of 351%, 402% and 537% is found at hard point A, offloader B and C,
respectively. The comparison of p6 mirror results in a similar pattern as of p 1 mirror, though a
308% difference in ovalization exits for all unrestrained DOF 3. A further raytrace study on
Legendre-Fourier coefficient sensitivity shows that errors in most coefficients are negligible
since they are posted on very small numbers. However the disagreement on delta-delta R in DOF
4 could have a noticeable impact on MAS performance prediction, depending on the allowable
force.
An effort of trying to figure out the cause of the difference in DOF 4 has been made by analysing
different shell and solid element FEA models since a shell element FEA model is used by Kodak
while a solid elements model by SAO. A consistent result is observed for solid elements models
while result from shell elements model is mesh dependent due to the fact that a shell element can
not sustain a moment perpendicular to its plane.
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DISCUSSION
A 180 degree SDRC-IDEAS FEA model is used in the analysis at hard point A (DOF 1 and 5)
and offloader C (DOF 1, 3, and 5) due to the symmetry of the geometry and loading in the
problem, as shown in figure 2. Figure 3 shows a 360 degree FEA model used for the remaining
DOFs at A, B, and C. Figures 4 and 5 show boundary conditions for half and whole model,
respectively. In each independent analysis, a superposifion analysis method is applied to
simulate the mirror MAS force sensitivity (ref. /usr/people/jzhang/wp/jpz93_15). Figures 6
through 8 show coupled forces applied at mirror nodes to form a unit moment in DOF 4, 5, and
6, respectively. The comparison of Legendre-Fourier coefficients with Kodak for both pl and p6
mirrors is listed in table 1. The results obtained at SAO are within a reasonable range with
Kodak except in DOF 4 at hard point and both offloaders for both mirrors and a large difference
in ovalization in DOF 3 at offloaders for p6 mirror only.
Finite element analysis on both solid element (used at SAO) and shell element (used at EKC)
models (mirror only), has been conducted to trace the cause of a large disagreement in DOF 4 at
all three points A, B, and C. Based on the fact that in FEA model SAO uses solid elements of a
2.5 degree segment circumferentially while Kodak uses shell elements of a 5.0 degree segment,
two test models, a 5 degree segment solid model and a 7.5 degree segment shell model, were
generated. FEA results are compared with original models, as shown in table 2. A consistent
result is observed for solid element models, while a mesh dependent result is shown for shell
element models. Since a shell element can not sustain a bending moment perpendicular to its
plane, a continuing reduce the mesh size circumferentiaUy will result a larger deformation or
even singularity as the angle between a bending moment (in DOF 4) and the norm of the shell
element plane tends to 90 degree.
In order to determine qualitatively the impact on MAS performance prediction due to the
disagreement on MAS force sensitivity analysis between EKC and SAO, raytrace of 6 cases for
each p l and p6 mirror is studied. In each case, one out of six Legendre-Fourier
coefficients(decenter, tilt, ovalization, delta-delta R, trefoil, and delta trefoil) is singled out by
setting others to zero in raytrace analysis. Table 3 shows 90% EE and RMS diameter caused by
each individual Legendre-Fourier coefficients. A value of 10 microinch is applied to each
coefficient except tilt where a value of 0.1 arcsecond is used. Raytrace results listed in table 3
can be easily scaled to obtain 90% EE and RMS diameter for all DOFs at points A, B, and C.
Table 4 lists 90% EE diameter for both p l and p6 mirror in DOF 4 at hard point A. The
difference in 90% EE diameter is listed in table 1 under colum "%" for errors between EKC and
SAO larger than 20%. Results show that the disagreement on Legendre-Fourirer coefficients
provides a negligible impact on 90% EE diameter except delta-delta R term where the difference
in 90% EE diameter reaches 0.06 arcsecond(ref. DOF 4) for the 1 in-lb applied load.
FUTURE WORK
It is our intent to perform a Monte-Carlo analysis of the result, obtained to date as part of our
on-going verification of EKC FEA work.
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TABLE 1 P1 & P6 Optic - Residual errors due to unit MAS errors
HARD POINT A, DOF 1
P1 P6
EKC SAO % (890% ee) EKC SAO % (_90% ee)
Decenter 32.8042 30.8272 6.4 25.9449 23.8222 8.9
Tilt 7.1111 6.2979 12.9 7.0079 6.2434 12.2
Oval 19.2537 21.1016 8.8 5.5594 6.2120 10.5
A-A R 18.7017 17.1513 9.0 8.8608 9.3070 4.8
Trefoil 0.2663 0.3348 20.5 (NEG*) 0.0193 0.0251 23.1 (NEG)
A-Trefoil 0.5474 0.5781 5.3 0.0875 0.1097 20.2 (o.o01)
Avg. Error 10.5 13.3
Unit in gin
* NEG - negligible, 5(90% ee diameter) <<0.001
HARD POINT A, DOF 4
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
Oval
SAO %(890% ee) EKCEKC
2.5254 0.5838 333 (o.ool) 3.5075
0.6194 0.1621 282(0.012) 0.7379
0.0308O. 1483 381 (NEG)
0.5829
0.0402
A-A R 1.7701 204 (0.061) 1.0607
Trefoil 0.0099 0.000.6 155 (NEG) 0.0013
A-Trefoil 0.1101 0.0129 753 (0.005) 0.0243
Avg. Error 351
SAO % (890% ee)
0.6142 471 (0.002)
0.1679 339 (0.0]5)
0.1638
0.5333
75 (NEG)
99 (0.027)
0.0002 550 (NEG)
0.0025 860 (0.001)
399
Unit in _in
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TABLE 1 - Cont'd
POINT A, DOF 5
P1 P6
Decenter
EKC
0.6487
SAO
0.5729
% (890% ee)
13.2
Tilt 0.2344 0.2062 13.7
Oval 0.0567 0.0614 7.7
A-A R 0.5692 0.5167 10.2
0.0027 0.0034 20.6 (NEG)
EKC
0.7370
SAO
0.6529
% (890% ee)
12.9
!Trefoil
A-Trefoil 0.0350 0.0363 3.6 0.0066 0.0080 17.5
Avg. Error 11.5 21.7
0.3040 0.2688 13.2
0.0198 0.0308 35.7 (NEG)
0.3057 0.3088 1.0
0.0003 0.0002 50.0 (NEG)
Unit in _tin
HARD POINT A, DOF 6
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
Oval
A-A R
Trefoil
A-Trefoil
Avg. Error
Unit in gin
EKC
1.4758
0.2632
0.7848
0.7440
0.0322
0.0653
SAO
1.3899
0.2311
0.8597
0.6790
0.0405
0.0687
% (/590% ee)
6.2
13.9
8.7
9.6
20.5 (NEG)
4.9
10.6
EKC
2.2427
0.4806
0.4271
0.6762
0.0044
0.0200
SAO
2.0339
0.4226
0.4773
% (890% ee)
10.3
13.7
10.5
0.7026 6.3
0.0058 23.7 (NEG)
0.0249 19.7
14.0
3O
TABLE 1 - Cont'd
OFFLOADER B, DOF 1
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
Oval
!A-A R
Trefoil
A-Trefoil
Avg. Error
Unit in _in
EKC
24.7149
4.9710
14.3674
13.9352
0.2663
0.5475
SAO % (590% ee) EKC SAO
17.7632
% (890% ee)
8.823.2373 6.4 19.3286
4.3870 13.3 4.7193 4.2011 12.3
15.7420 8.7 4.1490 4.6356 10.5
9.1
20.6 (NEG)
12.7747 6.6054
0.0193
0.0875
0.3352
0.5787
6.0363
0.0253
0.10995.4
10.6
4.8
23.7 (NEG)
20.4 (0.001)
13.4
OFFLOADER B, DOF 2
P1 P6
SAO % (590% ee) EKC SAO
14.2562 8.9 12.2196 11.2459Decenter
Tilt
Oval
A-A R
Trefoil
A-Trefoil
Avg. Error
Unit in gin
EKC
15.5296
3.2576
9.0243
8.8295
0.1235
0.2613
3.0772
10.7129
8.9921
0.2622
0.3418
5.9
15.8
1.8
52.9 (NEG)
23.6 (0.004)
18.2
3.1460
2.6040
4.1741
0.0088
0.0416
2.8066
2.0177
4.3894
0.0116
0.0524
% (590% ee)
8.7
12.1
10.6
4.9
24.1 (NEG)
20.6 (NEG)
13.5
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TABLE 1 - Cont'd
OFFLOADER B, DOF 3
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
EKC
7.3036
2.4743
SAO
6.4632
2.1844
% (590% ee)
13.0
13.3
EKC
3.9572
1.4916
SAO
3.5387
1.3403
% (890% ee)
11.8
11.3
!Oval 0.2992 0.3246 7.8 0.0430 0.0105 309 (NEG)
A-AR 6.6942 6.1121 9.5 1.7704 1.8042 1.9
Trefoil 0.0053 0.0066 19.7 0.0016 0.0015 6.7
A-Trefoil 0.1427 0.1499 4.8 0.0127 0.0157 19.1
Avg. Error 11.4 60.0
Unit in lxin
OFFLOADER B, DOF 4
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
Oval
A-A R
EKC
1.6218
0.5940
0.1399
1.5893
SAO
0.4034
0.1390
0.0209
0.3926
% (590% ee)
302 (0.001)
327 (0.012)
569 (NEG)
305 (0.o61)
EKC
1.9043
0.7870
0.0426
0.9696
SAO
0.4184
0.6626
0.0555
1.0110
% (590% ee)
355 (0.001)
18.8
23.2 (NEG)
4.1 (0.002)
Trefoil 0.0099 0.0006 155 (NEG) 0.0013 0.0140 90.7 (NEG)
A-Trefoil 0.1101 0.0129 753 (0.005) 0.0243 0.1705 85.7 (0.0O8)
Avg. Error 402 96.3
Unit in _tin
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TABLE 1 - Cont'd
OFFLOADER B, DOF 5
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
Oval
A-A R
Trefoil
EKC
0.8937
0.2747
0.0659
0.7857
0.0027
0.0350
SAO
0.7917
0.2401
0.0713
0.7145
0.0034
0.0363
% (1590% ee)
12.9
14.4
7.6
10.0
20.6 (NEG)
3.6
EKC
0.9488
0.2853
0.0176
0.4128
0.0003
0.0071
SAO
0.8452
0.2524
0.0314
0.4180
0.O002
0.0079
% (890% ee)
12.3
13.0
43.9 (NEG)
1.2
50.0 (NEG)
10.1A-Trefoil
Avg. Error 11.5 21.8
Unit in l.tin
OFFLOADER B, DOF 6
P1 P6
EKC SAO %(890% ee) EKC SAO %(890% ee)
Decenter 1.2393 1.1588 6.9 1.8507 1.6826 10.0
Tilt 0.2894 0.2558 13.1 0.5499 0.4860 13.1
Oval 0.7848 0.8597 8.7 0.4271
A-A R 0.7440 0.6790 9.6 0.6762
Trefoil 0.0288 0.0363 20.7 (NEG) 0.0040
0.0612 4.8A-Trefoil 0.0583
Avg. Error 10.6
Unit in I.tin
0.0179
0.4773 10.5
0.7025 3.7
0.0052 23.1 (NEG)
0.0223 19.7
13.4
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TABLE 1 - Cont'd
OFFLOADER C, DOF 1
P1 P6
EKC SAO % (590% ee) EKC SAO % (590% ee)
iDecenter 9.9919 9.2992 7.4 7.7369 7.0374 9.9
Tilt 2.3767 2.0995 13.2 2.3326 2.0786 12.2
Oval 6.4914 7.0964 8.5 1.8767 2.0946 10.4
A-A R 6.2148 5.6775 9.5 2.9577 3.0996 4.6
Trefoil 0.2663 0.3346 20.4 (NEG) 0.0193 0.0252 23.4 (NEG)
A-Trefoil 0.5475 0.5780 5.3 0.0875 0.1099 20.4 (0.ooi)
Avg. Error 10.7 13.5
Unit in _in
OFFLOADER C, DOF 2
P1 P6
EKC SAO % (_i90% ee) EKC SAO _ (590% ee)
Decenter 22.0605 20.7837 6.1 17.3037 15.9298 8.6
Tilt 4.5279 4.0077 13.0 4.3260 3.8550 12.2
Oval 12.7623 14.0049 8.9 3.6827 4.1176 10.6
A-A R 12.4869 11.4732 8.8 5.9030 6.2076 4.9
Trefoil 0.1746 0.2201 20.7 (NEG) 0.0125
A-Trefoil 0.3695 0.3921 5.8 0.0588
0.0165 24.2 (NEG)
0.0740 20.5 (0.001)
Avg. Error 10.6 13.5
Unit in _in
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TABLE 1 - Cont'd
OFFLOADER C, DOF 3
P1 P6
EKC SAO % (590% ee) EKC SAO % (590% ee)
Decenter 10.2305 9.0463 13.1 5.5162 4.9306 11.9
Tilt 3.5152 3.1036 13.3 2.1079 1.8934 11.3
Oval 0.4231 0.4591 7.8 0.0608 0.0149 308 (NEG)
A-A R 9.4671 8.6438 9.5 2.5038 2.5514 1.9
Trefoil 0.0075 0.0094 20.2 (NEG) 0.0023 0.0021 9.5
A-Trefoil 0.2018 0.2121 4.9 0.0180 0.0222 18.9
[Avg. Error 11.5 60.3
Unit in [tin
OFFLOADER C, DOF 4
P1 P6
EKC SAO % (_i9o% ee) EKC SAO % (590% ee)
Decenter 1.5288 0.1797 751 (o.ool) 1.7811 0.1560 1041 (o.ool)
Tilt 0.4405 0.0524 741 (O.OLO) 0.4245 0.0318 1235 (o.o11)
Oval 0.1311 0.0093 131 (NEG) 0.0449 0.0005 8880 (NEG)
A-A R 1.3850 0.1752 691 (0.062) 0.8691 0.0969 797 (0.040)
Trefoil 0.0099 0.0006 155 (NEG) 0.0013
A-Trefoil 0.1101 0.0129 ]753 (0.005) 0.0243
537Avg. Error
Unit in _in
0.0002 550 (NEG)
0.0025 872 (0.001)
2229
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TABLE 1 - Cont'd
OFFLOADER C, DOF 5
P1 P6
EKC SAO % (890% ee) EKC SAO % (890% ee)
Decenter 1.0202 0.8996 13.4 1.0543 0.9385 12.3
Tilt 0.3510 0.3081 13.9 0.3932 0.3498 12.4
Oval 0.0739 0.0801 7.7 0.0151 0.0320 52.8 (NEG)
A-A R 0.9543 0.8683 9.9 0.4974 0.5041 1.3
Trefoil 0.0027 0.0034 21.3 (NEG) 0.0003 0.0002 50.0 (NEG)
A-Trefoil 0.0350 0.0363 3.6 0.0071 0.0079 10.1
Avg. Error 11.7 23.2
Unit in _in
OFFLOADER C, DOF 6
P1 P6
Decenter
Tilt
Oval
A-A R
Trefoil
EKC
1.3261
0.2508
0.7848
0.7440
0.0251
SAO
1.2444
0.2196
0.8598
0.6792
0.0316
0.0528
% (890% ee)
6.6
14.2
8.7
9.5
20.6 (NEG)
EKC
1.9440
0.4396
0.4271
0.6762
0.0034
SAO
1.7742
0.3870
0.4773
0.7025
0.0045
0.0192
% (890% ee)
9.6
13.6
10.5
3.7
24.4 (NEG)
19.3A-Trefoil 0.0503 4.7 0.0155
Avg. Error 10.7 13.5
Unit in I.tin
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TABLE 2
Shell and Solid Model Comparison - Optic only - Hard point supported
OFFLOADER B, DOF 4
Decenter
Tilt
Solid Model
(2.5 degree)
0.4021
0.1521
Ovalization 0.0150
Z_-z_R 0.5054
Solid Model
(5.0 degree)
0.4012
Shell Model
(5.0 degree)
0.9615
Shell Model
(7.5 degree)
0.6721
0.1514 0.3888 0.2644
0.0149 0.0991 0.0675
0.5048 1.3087 0.8977
Trefoil 0.0031 0.0031 0.0509 0.0329
A Trefoil 0.0570 0.0567 0.3377 0.2042
3?
TABLE 3 Legendre-Fourier Coefficients Sensitivity
Decenter
Tilt
Ovalization
A-AR
Trefoil
A Trefoil
Units
_o.o_.m
0.i arcsec
10.0 gin
10.0 gin
I0.0 gin
10.0 gin
90% ee diam.
(arcsec)
5.4957E-3
2.1621E-1
1.0470E-2
5.1293E-1
1.5693E-2
5.1290E-1
P1 P6
RMS diam.
(arcsec)
5.1203E-3
2.0146E-1
8.0910E-3
3.5717E-1
1.1479E-2
3.5542.E-1
90% ee diam.
(aresec)
5.4948E-3
2.1715E-1
1.0492E-2
5.1362E-I
1.5746E-2
5.1413E-1
RMS diam.
(aresec)
5.1223E-3
2.0230E-1
8.1197E-3
3.5495E-1
1.1569E-2
3.5480E-I
TABLE 4
Decenter
T'dt
Ovalization
A-A R
Trefoil
Trefoil
P1 & P6 Optic, HP A, DOF4 - 90 % EE diameter due to L-F coeff
P1 P6
EKC
90% ee diam.
(arcsec)
1.3879E-3
1.6742E-2
1.5527E--4
9.0793E-2
1.5536E-5
SAO
90 % ee diam.
(aresee)
3.2084E--4
4.3814E-3
3.2248E-5
2.990E-2
9.4158E-7
5.6470E-3 . 6.6164E--4
EKC
90% ee diam.
(aresec)
1.9273E-3
1.9935E-2
4.2178E-5
5.4480E-2
2.tM70E--6
1.2493E-3
SAO
90% ee diam.
(aresec)
3.3749E--4
4.5361E-3
1.7186E--.4
2.7391E-2
3.1492E-7
1.2493E-3
38
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